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Abstract: In this paper most favorable energy allocation using RIEP for Uttara Kannada district is described .It is
developed on DSS approach. Features of DSS used are flexible structure, integrated nature and iterative nature. RIEP is a
computer-assisted accounting and simulation Tool developed to help in policy making. DSS for Uttara Kananda district
energy planning focuses on renewable resources that could be used for allocation of energy resources.
Keywords: DSS, Regional integrated energy plan

I.

INTRODUCTION

Overall development of a country is somewhere dependent
on energy system of that country. So energy system must be
efficient and sustainable. Many energy models are
developed based on different approaches. According to
analytical approach, models can be divided into top-down
and bottom-up models. Top-bottom model focuses on
interaction between energy sector and other sectors for
overall macroeconomic performance of the economy. It
follows historical pattern so it can’t be practical for
developing countries. It is only suitable for short term
purposes. On the other hand, bottom-up models examines
only on energy sector. In this, it is assumed that interaction
to other sectors is completely zero. It is completely based on
optimistic engineering concept. These models are very
practical in developing countries as they are independent of
market conditions.
There are many methods of designing energy
systems. System dynamic models, accounting framework
simulation models and normative models are some of them.
Models are also classified as simulation, optimization,
Econometric, macro-economic, economic equilibrium and
Toolbox models. The main disadvantages of these models is
that they never provide satisfactory results. Many systems
are LEAP, MARKAL, MESAP, RES-DSS, Solar energy
planning system, RIEP. RIEP minimizes annual cost and
inequality constraints using different algorithm.
In section II & III, the decision support system
approach & Design approach will be reviewed followed by
Results and discussions in Section IV. Implementation is
explained in section V.
II.

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM APPROACH

DSS is a coherent system of computer-based technology
used by managers as an aid to decision-making in semistructured tasks. It is an adjustable tool for policy
anatomizing. Modelling tool consist of three-component
subsystem. First is the database management subsystem
Copyright to IARJSET

which handles data to all the models. Second is the model
management subsystem which provide user modelling tools.
Third is dialogue management subsystem which provides
guidelines for designing system.

Fig.1
The regional energy planning has four stages energy
scenarios, computation models, aggregation and the energy
database.
A) The energy demand module- In this data are assembled
in hierarchical order in 4 levels. These are sectors,
subsectors, end uses and devices.
B) Transformation module- it simulates the energy sector
conversion processes.
C) Energy resource modules- which includes different
types of resource modules. It includes Biomass module,
Wind resource module, solar module, hydroelectric
energy operation module.
D) Evaluation
moduleThis
includes
financial
anatomization and environment programs used to
calculate overall consequences.
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E) Computation models- Energy planning in some Assumptionsparticular area includes resources and conversion Scenario I— According to this energy consumption in a
devices to meet future demands.
region is totally dependent on the population growth of that
area and development in that area.
The basic components in regional energy planning are Scenario II— It is for industrial sector.
regional energy system, tasks and integration of sources. Scenario III— considerable change in attitude of energy
consumption.
III. DESIGN APPROACH
Scenario IV— More efficiency gains are quite achievable for
a given technology.

Fig.3

IV.
Fig.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Energy demand-

The design of the regional energy system includes resources
required per year and minimum cost per year.
Constraints are Task satisfaction i.e. energy
required must be equal to energy supplied. Availability of
local resources i.e. consumption should be less than or equal
to maximum value. Non-negativity and Power requirements
i.e. rate of energy must be according to energy planning.
The regional energy tasks can be categorized as
domestic, agricultural, industrial, transport and commercial
Fig.4 Sector wise energy consumption—Uttara Kannada
and service sectors. In domestic cooking and water heating
District.
are most important task which consumes most of the energy.
Street lighting also one of the major sector which consumes Main components in any residential area are firewood and
energy. Agriculture also is a major area which consumes agricultural residues etc.
most domestic energy.
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Fig.5 Resource scenario results

Fig.8 Biomass availability and demand—talukwise, Uttara
Kannada District

Fig.9 Net energy available in Bedthi Basin—from an area of
95.8 km2.
Fig.6
V.

IMPLEMENTATION

Computation model results
Management aspects of energy planningThere is no balance in energy sector and the overall
planning and development at different levels. Fields require
immediate attentions are –
1. Support at local level
2. Synchronization between energy development
sector and planning at different categorized levels.

Fig.7
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Strengthening of local institutions for energy developmentIt consist of group of energy databases,
advancement of community participation, extension and
exercise, spreading of more efficient devices and
employment and supportable management of locally
available renewable energy resources.
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Generation of energy databasesMethods of obtaining information at lower level is
explained.
4.
Promotion of community participationRole of local bodies is generally underestimated by
planners. These can provide a power full lobby. Also when
political will is involved, funds are assigned, applying a
large-scale afforestation crusade is an unpredictably
composite and challenging process.
There is a need to differentiate the subsistence energy
requirements and energy required for economic
development. The less efficient devices is a important aspect
in the framework of scheming energy intervention plans.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Extension and training10.
Rural Energy Center- purpose is to establish the
energy techniques appropriate for local conditions and see 11.
that these techniques are useful and dependable from locals’
12.
point of view.
Institutional coordination and energy development
Strategy.
VI.

13.

14.

CONCLUSION

Presently, bioresource is important energy source in Uttara
Kannada, meeting a major portion of the total energy needs.
The accessibility of wind resource has a good potential. The
electrical energy can also be coupled by solar source.
Hydropower-1079.17 million units (mkWh) in Bedthi River
can be harnessed.
The DSS is used for energy planning. Proposed
plan can meeting energy needs considering seasonal
constraints.
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